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Precautionary Statements

Directions
Dilution Ratio: 
Light Buildup, Regular Cleaning - 20:1
Moderate Cleaning- 3:1
Severe Buildup and Scale Removal - 1:1

Hazard Statement: 
May be harmful if Swallowed.
Causes mild skin irritation.
Causes eye irritation.

Signal Word: 
Warning

Other: 
May cause mild skin irritation if not rinsed 
off with soap and water. 
May cause eye irritation if not rinsed
out with copious amounts of water.

Powerful Scale Remover : 
Boiler Treat ULTRA+ removes scale, lime, and calcium in water 
treatment systems.

100% Acid-Free Formula: This product leverages a revolutionary 
formula that contains no harmful acids.

Better Than Muriatic Acid: In a test, Boiler Treat ULTRA+ dissolved 
10-15% more scale than muriatic acid.

Goes To Work: Removes calcium, lime, scale, milk stone, and beer 
stone with Boiler Treat ULTRA+.

Friendly Formula: With a pH of 0 and a triple-zero HMIS score, Boiler 
Treat ULTRA+ remains the friendlier choice for the environment.

KEY PRODUCT FEATURESAppearance Form: Liquid

 Odor: Mild soapy

Freeze/melting point: ≤ 0 F

Boiling point: ≥ 210 F

Specific gravity: 1.04 ± 0.02

Water Solubility: 100% Soluble

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Calcium, lime, and scale can build up quickly inside of condenser 
coils and pipes in boiler systems. If your system is slowing down, 
it’s time to invest in a fast, powerful, and effective product to get 
your boiler back in shape.

For safer reduction of boiler scale, choose Boiler Treat ULTRA+. 
This 100% acid-free product removes scale and rust 10% better 
than muriatic acid without posing a threat to your personnel, 
equipment, or the environment.

Boiler Treat ULTRA+ is a non-toxic, non-fuming, and non-corrosive 
formula that tackles rust and scale in heat exchangers, boilers, 
cooling towers, evaporative coolers, and similar water systems. 
Additionally, this formula is odorless, non-fuming, and non-irritat-
ing to the skin.

BOILER TREAT ULTRA - DELIMER & DESCALER
A Dynamic Acid Replacement Deliming & Descaling Agent 

That Gets The Job Done

Keep container tightly closed. 
Do not eat or drink while using this product.
Wash hands thoroughly after handling. Avoid strong oxidizers.
Dispose of in accordance with local, regional, federal or international 
regulations as specified.
Introduce into pipes or environment
where descaling and cleaning is needed.
For CIP cleaning dilute as needed and allow to
circulate in system, then rinse with water.
No neutralizing step is required.

Safer Trusted


